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Credit for Laura Klock's jewel-like Memphis Chopper goes to
everyone who punches the clock at Mitchell, South Dakota's
Klock Werks. It was an "all hands on deck" build, finished in the
race to get to Michael Lichter's Eternal Combustion Show in Sturgis last year. The bike's graceful lines and striking paintwork exemplify the type of bikes Klock Werks has produced for almost a
decade and a half. Turn to page 24 to go behind the scenes on
its genesis.
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Oh give me a home, where the hogs like to roam… but this one
is across the pond! In Germany, actually, a country of craftsmen
and engineers who know a thing or two about the mechanical
arts. Gerhard Remmert has taken his countrymen’s passion to
heart, turning out remarkable hand-built machines over several
decades and garnering worldwide accolades in the process.
Come on and look around the Bike Farm with IW.
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A Mile a Minute
STEPHEN BERNER

Investment
eddling Editor Paul Holdsworth
and I took a road trip in December on behalf of IronWorks. Our
agenda was partially editorial, partially
business. There were people and machines I wanted to get close to with camera and recorder, and Holdsworth wanted
to do some ad sales missionary work.
Why did we travel at what is a pretty
miserable time of the year, a time of the
year most sensible folk would hole up in
their nice warm crib and call it a season? I
mean, this is December we are talking
about and one never knows what one will
find once they leave the safety of their
abode. I brought the iPod for amusement
during long hours of travel time. Shuffle
never let us down once, and an expansive/diverse music collection kept us entertained, amused, sane, and filled in the
gaps between rants and conversation.
As is our habit, we had a packed agenda that took us to visit a whole bunch of
people over the course of a cold-as-hell,
snowy seven days. Memorable visits were
with Ron and Mike at Chicago Harley
where we got a grand tour of a very well
stocked and tooled-up dealership. This is a
monster facility and has some tremendous capability and talent within its walls.
As an aside, I saw what has got to the
largest single room of stored customer HDs ever. Far underground, this crypt holds
an ungodly number of machines—750+
and room for 500 more—all sleeping with
their siblings until spring. It was a cool visual of something you just don’t get to see
that often, if at all.
Visiting Andrews Performance in Mt.
Prospect, IL, was cool. You interested in
spotless automated manufacturing environments? In CNC tooling centers as big
as a shed? In a company that has embraced innovation, technology and diversity? Well if these things interest you, check
out Andrews. They have it going on. I am
hopeful our visit with Mike and Gary results in some good info coming our way,
because these folks have some mad
knowledge locked up in their walls that I
am itching to tap for IronWorks.

M

Hoppe Industries in Kenosha was up
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next. Visiting with John is a treat. What a
good guy and a smart inventor. You’ll see
some of his new thinking in this issue in
the products section. We talked business,
had a good meal, a few adult beverages,
and then all too quickly our visit was over.

the dirt during a 25-degree morning. The
visit was special. Here is a man with 35
years in the V-twin business that couldn’t
be easier to talk to and spend time with.
He’s knowledgeable but not a know it all,
he’s mellow and easy going yet the bikes

John’s a good guy, a great host, a bundle
of enthusiastic energy—and his products
are rock solid. It was cool to see his
place.
Working our way up to urban Milwaukee, we spent a full day with the crew at
Cook Customs where I got to do what I
like to do best—shoot bikes, listen to stories, and ask questions of smart and talented people with opinions. It was great,
really a wonderful visit where we got to
spend some quality time with Dave Cook,
JP, Colleen Swartz, and Warren Heir.
What a talented, swell bunch of people.
We got to know each other a bit and I
came away with a deep appreciation for
the work that Dave Cook is doing. No real
surprise there; Dave is an AMD champ. It
was also excellent to become acquainted
with Warren Heir of JR’s Cycle Products
to learn about the machines he builds—
traditional ‘60’s and 70’s era chops—and
his products, which include slick hubs for
customs. We needed to beat feet after
my shoot was done, so I will have to take
this crew up on their offer of a down and
dirty Milwaukee tour next summer. It
should be…brilliant!
Fort Madison, Iowa, home of Don
Hotop, was next. The local HyVee serves a
mean breakfast special and we didn’t want
to miss it. The sticky buns are killer. The
bikes coming out of Hotop’s shop are also
killer and you’ll see one of them in the next
issue as a result of me crawling around in

he builds and the parts he designs are
anything but—they are stunning showcases of tasteful, bold detail and exemplify the
essence of the hot rodder’s art. Quiet, understated muscle and purpose is a theme
through all of Don’s two-wheeled work.
Mitchell, South Dakota was a planned
stop. We spent a solid day with Brian and
Laura Klock and their team of welcoming
and warm associates. Both Holdsworth and
I commented to ourselves as we left,
“What a nice bunch of people.” That kind of
sums up our visit to Klock Werks: nice and
very productive. You are getting one of the
bikes in this issue, Laura’s Memphis chop,
and there’s another Klock machine on the
way in a following issue. This is a business
that has persevered through some pretty
challenging times and they look to be clearly
focused on the future—and it looks pretty
good when seen through a clear and tough
Klock Billboard Flare windshield!
Leaving the Klocks to head further west
put us squarely in the middle of a nasty
blizzard with gale force winds on I-90. This
was at night only to make it more interesting. After peeling my fingers off the steering wheel, I consulted the Nuvi 660 for
lodging options. GPS rules in these situations and we’d located and paid for two
rooms (from the car) within 10 minutes of
realizing that there was just no way we’d
make it to Sturgis. We made it as far as
Wall that night and felt real fortunate to
have snagged our rooms whilst cruising at
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an aggressive 5mph on 90 west because
by the time we’d gotten off the road, the
state had closed it and there was a bit of
confusion with people hunting for lodging
on this evil night. Holdsworth and I found a
tavern close by, ordered beverages and
some bison burgers, and felt fortunate to
be seated inside in the warm. We needed
GPS to find our way back the two blocks
to our motel, the whiteout was that bad.
The next day saw us slide our way West
to Sturgis on the icy highway. We had a
great lunch at the Knuckle Saloon with Tom
of Drag Specialties, visited the Sturgis Museum, got a good cup of joe at the Sturgis
Coffee Company, took some pictures of
Sturgis in the off season, and worked our
way to Rapid City, where I was to fly out of
the next day. Holdsworth would continue on
for another two days. Holdsworth dropped
me off and we said our goodbyes. It had
been good travelling with him. We are, luckily, simpatico road tripping partners.
I caught up with Dan, friend and manager of the Prairie’s Edge in Rapid, and had a
few beverages and some fine grub at the
Firehouse with him. Man, what a treat to
be able to just sit and talk normally, something we can never do during Bike Week. I
crashed hard at the Hotel Alex Johnson, a
great old rehabbed Rapid City landmark,
and the next morning left for home, which
was a whole ‘nother adventure.
So we’d invested seven days away from
our families, two flights, a week’s worth of
motels and mediocre meals. We’d travelled many miles by car and seen many
people. I’d shot some great bikes, grabbed
some video, and felt good about what we’d
accomplished. We’d shown respect to
people by coming to visit them, to leave
our comfy chairs and see how they make
it happen. It was an excellent investment
of time, money, and effort, to be able to
see people outside the usual Cincy/Daytona/Sturgis cycle. To be able to just
hang out and talk about what makes us
tick and how we can work together.
If you don’t make the investment, you
don’t get the good stuff. And life’s too
short to settle for anything but the good
stuff, don’t you agree?
Stephen Berner
Steveb@steveb.biz

Reader Service No. 15
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Dave’s Very Black Bagger
Details abound on this black Batwing
Story and photos by Stephen Berner
ooking for bikes to feature in IronWorks is akin to truffle hunting… I
never know how it’s going to happen, but I figure if I stick my nose in
enough places, I’ll find ‘em. I don’t stress.
I also count on the fact that my friends
both recognize and attract cool stuff and
in this case friend Skeeter was responsible for me meeting Dave, the owner of
this fine machine, in Sturgis at last year’s

L
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festivities. These two gentlemen, Dave and
Skeeter, two birds of a feather, have been
personal friends for a good long time, and
by looking at this machine I can see why.
Both of these seasoned OG’s live for the
details and value subtle nuance over
brassy brashness.
Until recently, Dave was a welder, a
very technically proficient, crafty and experienced, and much called-upon welder, if
the lore is to be believed. Dave enjoyed a
career’s-worth of earning stories, making

his bones, and survived the trade to spend
quality time with his other (beautiful and
wiser) half, Diane. When he was through
fusing metal for a living, Dave was smart
enough to pick a clime that suited his passion for year round two-wheeling.
Being a detail oriented chap, Dave knew
what he wanted in terms of style when he
started out with this machine. Being true
to his personal nature, he decided to take
the long hard way in this journey. Starting
with a brand spanking new 2005 Electra
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Glide Standard—with its silver engine and
plain black scheme—he had a totally blank
canvas, exactly as planned. He had a ton
of ideas and began collecting the myriad
of parts to realize his singular vision.
Alas, right smack dab out of the gate,
the bike showed itself to be a fickle beast.
Massive systems failures plagued the machine right from the very start.
If I were to share the trail of tears that
Dave endured getting this machine on the
road, you wouldn’t believe it. It’s a book,
this story is, of roundabouts, screwings,
crappy work and finally… salvation! When
all was said and done, Dave darn near
paid for the machine twice over; but as
most of us can understand he just liked
this machine. Why? Who knows? From
the outsider’s perspective, the bike surely
hadn’t earned the love.
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His friends told him to run, start anew,
but he just couldn’t do that. This was his
machine and he was going to see it
through. Well, a total engine and transmission rebuild later, he had seen his
commitment near half way through. Rebuilding those mechanical components
took darn near two years.
During that period of downtime Dave
was a busy guy. A complete set of miscellaneous parts to be blacked out were procured on eBay, powdercoated, installed,
and the subsequent take-off parts were
then recycled yet again on eBay. By going
through this hassle and procuring a complete second set of parts he insured that
all the pow-coat parts would match. This,
folks, is commitment to the details.
Some personal touches included: Deuce
wheel out back, Corbin fender up front, and

modern style lower fairings that were
picked up from H-D—so they fit, work, and
look great. A 2-into-1 D&D exhaust with a
dual fakie sounds great and works well. The
reason for the fakie, Dave relates: “I like the
symmetry and balance of having the exhaust appear to run up both sides of the
machine.” The primary side fakie is loaded
with a set of tools, just so you don’t get the
wrong idea about Dave’s priorities. As
many H-D parts as could be were used,
and a careful selection of the aftermarket’s
finest helped top off this clean machine.
Dave was doing it right, almost painfully so
to those around him.
Squatting 2.5 inches lower than stock
means this machine sits real low. With a
short inseam, Dave needed it to be a street
scraper. Wanting a super tight front tire-tofender relationship, Dave consulted his
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brain trust. Skeeter suggested a Corbin
front fender after tire choice was decided
upon. These parts were made to play together. Skeeter knew it’d work, and it did.
Blacking and smoothing out a Bagger
to the “nth” degree is not a small undertaking but if you take a real close look at
this machine, you will see that this type-A
owner has not missed any details. Adding
a whole bunch of small, personal touches
has made this machine a unique day-today blaster. It is set up just right for it’s
particular owner.
Driving lights, small handmade air dam
with oil cooler tucked under the front
motor mount, and a fully wired and
gauged up cockpit means Dave can cruise
well informed and in great style. Swapping
out the formerly simple hand controls to
ones with full audio controls helps bring
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this bike closer to an “Ultra”
state of presentation but—
true to its Standard model
bloodline—the bike presents
a stripped down persona
from a profile view.
Unrepentantly, hot rods
run in Dave’s blood and as
such he likes information. So
the fairing is stuffed with some cool stuff—
fuel pressure for one, electronic stuff, GPS,
and radar being others. Just like the Firebirds and Camaros parked in the high
school parking lots of our youth, this bike
has a busy cockpit and a simple outward
appearance, looking like a tiger, but with
the personality of a rowdy pussycat. It’s a
mild custom that is more than the sum of
its parts, a true “too cool for school” sleeper that sees chore duty every day.

Dave polishes this machine, favoring
Meguiar’s products, every time he rides it.
The black paint is flawless and, as anyone
who owns a black bike knows, that’s about
the level of effort it takes to keep it smooth
and sweet. Taking a step back you can’t
help but admit; Dave has done a real nice
job styling and accessorizing this long-haul
daily rider. It really is a well-baked package,
one any bagger pilot would be happy to
skipper. IW
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